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Abstract
It is challenging to train neural machine translation (NMT)
without parallel data. Can one utilize cross-lingual supervi-
sion such as En-Fr to elevate a specific unsupervised di-
rection such as En-De is still an open problem. Inspired by
the success of transfer learning in low-resourse NMT, we
propose to improve unsupervised neural machine translation
with cross-lingual supervision (CUNMT). It utilizes weakly
supervision signals from high resource language pairs to im-
prove the translation of zero-source languages. Specifically,
for unsupervised language pairs En-Ro, we can leverage the
information from En-Fr and En-De to collectively train the
translation from one language into many languages under one
model. Simple and effective, CUNMT significantly improves
the translation quality with a big margin in the benchmark
unsupervised translation tasks, and even achieves comparable
performance to supervised NMT. In particular, on WMT’14
En-Fr tasks CUNMT achieves 37.6 and 35.18 BLEU score,
which is very close to the large scale supervised setting and
on WMT’16 En-Ro tasks CUNMT achieves 35.09 BLEU
score which is even better than the supervised Transformer
baseline.
Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT) has achieved great suc-
cess and reached satisfactory translation performance for
several language pairs (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015;
Gehring et al. 2017; Vaswani et al. 2017). Such break-
throughs heavily depend on the availability of colossal
amounts of bilingual sentence pairs, such as the some
40 million parallel sentence pairs used in the training of
WMT14 English French Task. As bilingual sentence pairs
are costly to collect, the success of NMT has not been fully
duplicated in the vast majority of language pairs, especially
for zero-resource languages. Recently, (Artetxe et al. 2018;
Lample et al. 2018a) tackled this challenge by training unsu-
pervised neural machine translation (UNMT) models using
only monolingual data, which achieves considerably high
accuracy, but still not on par with that of the state of the
art supervised models.
Most previous works focused on modeling the architec-
ture through parameter sharing or proper initialization to
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Figure 1: Different settings for zero-resource NMT. Full
edges indicate the existence of parallel training data. Dashed
blue edges indicate the target translation pair. “CUNMT w/o
Para.” jointly train several unsupervised pairs in one model
with unsupervised cross-lingual supervision. “CUNMT w/
Para.” train unsupervised directions with supervised cross-
lingual supervision, such as jointly train unsupervised
En-De with supervised En-Fr.
improve UNMT. We argue that the drawback of UNMT
mainly stems from the lack of supervised signals, and it
is beneficial to transfer multilingual information across lan-
guages. In this paper, we take a step towards practical un-
supervised NMT with cross-lingual supervision (CUNMT)
— making the most of the signal from other language.
We investigate two variants of multilingual supervision for
UNMT. a) CUNMT w/o Para.: a general setting where un-
related monolingual data can be introduced. For example,
using monolingual Fr data to help the training of En-De
(Figure 1(c)). b) CUNMT w/ Para.: a relatively strict setting
where other bilingual language pairs can be introduced. For
example, we can naturally leverage parallel En-Fr data to
facilitate the unsupervised En-De translation (Figure 1(d)).
Our proposed CUNMT is able to leverage the cross-lingual
signal from multilingual data. Specifically, the cross-lingual
information is shared in two aspects. First different language
pairs are trained together, which enables transfer learning
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through parameter sharing. The idea has been proved to
be very effective in low-resource machine translation. Sec-
ond, We introduce cross-lingual supervision which aims at
modeling explicit translation probabilities across languages.
Taking three languages as an example, suppose the tar-
get unsupervised direction is En → De and the auxil-
iary language is Fr. Our target is to model the transla-
tion probability p(De|En) with the support of p(Fr|En) and
p(De|Fr). We consider introducing both forward and back-
ward cross-lingual supervision to guide this process. For
forward cross-lingual supervision, the system NMTFr→De
serves as a teacher, translating the Fr part of parallel data
(En,Fr) to De. The resulted synthetic data (En,Fr,De)
can be used to improve our target system NMTEn→De. The
forward cross-lingual supervision can be viewed as con-
sistency regularization which aims at generating the same
output of language for bilingual input pairs. For backward
cross-lingual supervision, we translate the monolingual De
to Fr with NMTDe→Fr, and then translate Fr to En with
NMTFr→En. The resulted synthetic bilingual data (De,En)
can be used for NMTEn→De as well. It is also worth men-
tioning that, the “CUNMT w/ Para.” scenario still follows the
multilingual approach, which means we jointly train both
supervised and unsupervised directions all in one model.
CUNMT is inspired by multilingual NMT (Dong et al.
2015; Johnson et al. 2017; Kudugunta et al. 2019), while
building on its content by considering its application in the
unsupervised scenarios. CUNMT is also correlated to the
pivot-based method for zero-shot machine translations (Fi-
rat et al. 2016a; Chen et al. 2017a; Ren et al. 2018a; Kim
et al. 2019). The main difference of which from CUNMT lies
in its modeling the zero-shot directions with two supervised
NMT models. For Fr-De translation, pivot methods require
both Fr-En and En-De parallel training data, thus adding
more restrictions to its implement than CUNMT. As such,
our contributions can be summarized as follow:
• We propose to improve UNMT with cross-lingual super-
vision, both explicit and implicit . The proposed method
is capable of translating all language pairs including both
rich-resource and zero-resource ones all in one model ,
and making less assumptions.
• Empirical evaluation of CUNMT on six similar bench-
marks and four dissimilar benchmarks verifies that it sur-
passed individual MT models by a large margin of more
than 3.0 BLEU points on average, and also bested sev-
eral strong competitors. Particularly, on WMT’16 En-
Ro tasks, CUNMT surpass the supervised baseline by 0.7
BLEU, showing the great potential for UNMT.
• CUNMT is very effective in the use of additional training
data. MBART or MASS introduces billions of sentences,
while CUNMT only introduces tens of millions of sen-
tences and achieves super or comparable results. It shows
the importance of introducing explicit supervision.
The Proposed CUNMT
CUNMT is based on a multilingual machine translation
model involving supervised and unsupervised methods with
a triangular training structure. The original unsupervised
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Figure 2: Forward and backward cross lingual translation
for auxiliary data. The dashed blue arrow indicates target
unsupervised direction. The solid arrow indicates using the
parallel data. The dashed black arrow indicates generating
synthetic data.
NMT depends only on monolingual corpus, therefore the
performances of these translation directions cannot be guar-
anteed. We try to extend the zero-shot directions with the un-
supervised method. By making use of both monolingual and
parallel data during training, CUNMT seeks to improve the
translation performance of zero shot directions and create a
multilingual model for rich resource directions. The multi-
lingual unsupervised training is appealing for the following
reasons:
• CUNMT involves n different languages, which has the po-
tential to provide n2 different supervision signals to guild
a specific translation direction.
• CUNMT introduces supervised directions, which is able to
support the unsupervised direction.
Formally, given n different languages Li, xi denotes a
sentence in language Li. Di denotes a monolingual dataset
of Li, andDi,j denotes a parallel dataset of (Li, Lj). We use
E to indicate the set of all translation directions with parallel
data andW to indicate the set of all unsupervised translation
directions respectively. The goal of CUNMT is to minimize
the log likelihood of both unsupervised and supervised di-
rections:
LCUNMT =
∑
i,j∈W
LUi→j +
∑
i,j∈E
LSi→j +
∑
i,j∈W+E
Lˆi→j (1)
where LUi→j is the unsupervised direct supervision, and
LSi→j is the direct supervised supervision, and Lˆi→j is the
indirect supervision.
Direct & Cross-lingual Supervision
Direct supervision We will first introduce the notion of
direct supervision loss, which only consider the translation
probability between two different languages.
For supervised machine translation models, given parallel
dataset Ds,t with source language Ls and target language
Lt, we use LSs→t to denote the supervised training loss from
language Ls to language Lt. The training loss for a single
sentence can be defined as:
LSs→t = E(xs,xt)∼Ds,t [− logP (xt|xs)]. (2)
For unsupervised machine translation models, only mono-
lingual dataset Ds and Dt are given. We use LUs→t to denote
the unsupervised training loss from language Ls to language
Lt. Different from supervised approaches, only monolingual
data is utilized during training. Back-translation is the key
part in the unsupervised setting to connects the two lan-
guages and trains the model in the way similar to the su-
pervised one. Thus, this method heavily relies on the dual
structure of machine translations. We use Bs→t to denote
this back translation procedure. After that, we can use these
data to train the model with supervised method from Ls to
Lt. The losses of the dual structural are:
LBt→s =Exs∼Ds [− logP (xs|gs→t(xs)],
LBs→t =Ext∼Dt [− logP (xt|gt→s(xt)],
(3)
where gs→t(xs) translate the sentence in language Ls to Lt,
that is, the back translation of xs. Then the total loss of an
unsupervised machine translation is:
LU = LBt→s + LBs→t. (4)
Cross-lingual supervision When extend to the multilin-
gual scenario, it is natural to introduce indirect supervision
across languages. Given n different languages, for each lan-
guage pair (Li, Lj), we can easily obtain the translation
probability of P (xi|xj) through the direct supervised model
LS or LU . We use Lˆs→t to indicate the indirect supervised
loss, which can be defined as:
Lˆs→t =
n∑
i=0,i6=s,t
λiLˆs→i→t (5)
where λ is the coefficient. The formulation can also be ex-
tended to a multi-step way, while it may introduce more ac-
cumulation errors and model complexity. We adopt the two-
step approach for simplicity.
Due to the lack of triples data (Li, Lk, Lj), it is difficult
to directly estimate the cross translation loss Lˆs→i→t. We
therefor propose the backward and forward indirect supervi-
sion to calculate the cross loss:
Lˆs→j→t = Ext∼Dt [− logP (xt|gt→j→s(xt))]
+ Exs∼Ds [− logP (fs→j→t(xs)|xs)]
(6)
where gt→j→s(xt) is the indirect backward translation
which translate xt to language Ls and fs→j→s(xt) is the
indirect forward translation which translate xs to language
Lt.
Indirect supervision makes full use of the multilingual
data and make light independence assumptions which can
be applied to extensive application scenarios.
Boosting cross-lingual supervision with unrelated paral-
lel data CUNMT provides a unified probability formula-
tion to integrate the direct supervised signals and indirect
supervised signals. The indirect supervision can be viewed
as an important complement to the traditional direct one,
especially when the direct supervised signals is not strong
enough. However, risks may also be introduced due to the
two step cross translation.
• Forward indirect supervision depends on a two step trans-
lation fj→t(fs→j(xs)). As suggested by previous work,
the corpus quality of the target side is much more impor-
tant than that of the source side.
• Backward indirect supervision can be viewed as an extend
to the traditional back translation. In general, the quality
of the source side is not has little impact on the trans-
lation performance. (Edunov et al. 2018a) even suggest
that adding noise to the source side can potentially im-
prove the performance. Thus, we are free to introduce the
backward indirect supervision to CUNMT.
Based on the above analysis, we focus on reducing the
error accumulation of the forward indirect translation. Sup-
pose that (xs, xˆj) is a sentence pair, where xs is from Ls
and xˆj is from language Lj . We can directly translate xˆj
to language Lt as fj→t(xˆj). As such, we can formulate the
forward indirect supervision with bilingual data as:
fs→j→t(xs) = fj→t(xˆj) (7)
With the auxiliary of bilingual data, the two step cross trans-
lation only introduces one step risks.
Training Procedure of CUNMT
The procedure of CUNMT includes two main steps: multi-
lingual pre-training and iterative multi-lingual training.
Multi-lingual Pre-training Due to the ill-posed nature,
it is also important to find a good initialization to asso-
ciate the source side languages and the target side lan-
guages, the methods for which include word embedding
alignment (Artetxe, Labaka, and Agirre 2017; Artetxe et al.
2018; Lample et al. 2018b,a), joint learning of embed-
dings (Lample et al. 2018c) and pre-training language mod-
els (Lample and Conneau 2019; Song et al. 2019).
Different from previous work, we propose a Multi-lingual
Pre-training approach, which jointly train the unsupervised
auto-encoder and supervised machine translation. Formally,
the loss function of unsupervised auto-encoder is:
Lpre =
n∑
i=0
Exi∼Di [− logP (xi|C(xi)]
+
∑
i,j∈E
LSi→j
(8)
where C(·) is a noise function which randomly mask 30%
words of a sentence, and P (xi|C(xi)) is an auto-encoder
to recovery xi with the noise input. Intuitively, the multi-
lingual joint pre-training can take advantage of transfer
learning and thus benefit the low resource languages. Apart
form the monolingual data, pre-training can also leverage
the bilingual parallel data. We suggest the supervised data
provides strong signal to optimize the network, which also
advantage the unrelated unsupervised NMT pre-training.
For example, it is beneficial to use the supervised En-Fr
model to initialize the unsupervised De-Fr model.
Indirect Supervised Training The goal is to train a single
system that minimize the jointly loss function of LCUNMT.
Generally, CUNMT can be applied to a restrict unsuper-
vised scenario where only monolingual are provided, and
also can be extended to a unrestricted scenario where paral-
lel data are introduced. For the sake of simplicity, we de-
scribe our method on three language pairs, which can be
easily extended to more language pairs. Suppose that the
three languages are denoted as the triad (En,Fr,De), and
we have monolingual data for all the three languages and
also bilingual data for En-Fr. The target is to train an un-
supervised En→Fr system. The detailed method is as fol-
lows:
1. Sample batch of monolingual xEn, xFr, xDe sentences
from DEn, DFr, DDe
2. Sample batch of parallel sentence from DEn,Fr to gener-
ate supervised data S
3. Back translate xEn, xFr, xDe to generate pseudo data B
4. Indirect back translate xEn, xFr, xDe to generate pseudo
data Bi
5. Indirect forward translate xEn, xFr, xDe to generate
pseudo data F i
6. Merge B, Bi, F i and S to jointly train CUNMT.
7. Repeat 1-6 until convergence.
For indirect or direct supervision, we follow the Equa-
tion (6), which will adopts one step forward translation if
parallel data is provided. Since we train all directions in one
model, the pseudo data will include all directions. In this set-
ting, it contains: En ↔ Fr, En ↔ De, Fr ↔ De with both
direct and indirect directions.
Language Indicator To distinguish from different trans-
lation pairs, we simply add two artificial language tokens
to indicate languages at the source and target side. For in-
stance, the following En→Fr sentence “How are you?
-> Comment vas tu? ” is transformed to “<en> How
are you? -> <fr> Comment vas tu?”
Experiments
Datasets
Our experiments are conducted in both similar dissimilar
pairs. We use the triad (L0, L1, L2) to denote one language
setting, where (L0, L1) is the target language pair and L2 is
the auxiliary language.
For similar pairs, we use settings as in (Lample and Con-
neau 2019), that is, using only monolingual data to simu-
late the zero-shot setting. We conduct experiments including
(De,En,Fr), (Fr,En,De), and (Ro,En,Fr). For mono-
lingual data of English, French and German, 20 million
sentences from available WMT monolingual News Crawl
datasets were randomly selected. For Romanian monolin-
gual data, all of the available Romanian sentences from
News Crawl dataset were used and and were supplemented
with WMT16 monolingual data to yield a total of in 2.9 mil-
lion sentences. For parallel data, we use the standard WMT
2014 English-French dataset consisting of about 36M sen-
tence pairs, and the standard WMT 2014 English-German
dataset consisting of about 4.5M sentence pairs. For anal-
yses, we also introduce the standard WMT 2017 English-
Chinese dataset consisting of 20M sentence pairs. Consist
with previous work, we report results on newstest 2014
for English-French pair, and on newstest 2016 for English-
German and English-Romanian.
For dissimilar pairs, we use dataset settings as in
Guzma´n et al. (2019) and conduct experiments including
(En,Si,Fr) and (En,Iu,Fr).
Model Settings
We use Moses scripts1 for sentence tokenization. All the
languages in each setting are jointly segmented into sub-
word units with 60K BPE code, and the vocabulary is shared
across all three languages. The cross-lingual token embed-
dings are trained on all monolingual and parallel data with
FastText toolkit2.
In the experiments, CUNMT is built upon Transformer
models. We use the Transformer with 6 layers, 1024 hid-
den units, 16 heads, GELU activations, a dropout rate of 0.1
and learned positional embeddings. The token embeddings,
positional embeddings, and language embeddings have the
same dimension of 1024 and are added up as the final in-
puts. We train our models with the Adam optimizer, a linear
warm-up and learning rates varying from 10−4 to 5× 10−4.
For coefficients, we set the initial λl to 1 and anneal super-
vised item to 0 gradually until 300K updates. The model is
trained on 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. We implement all our
models in PyTorch based on the code of (Lample and Con-
neau 2019)3. During testing, we use the beam search with
size 4. All the results are evaluated on BLEU score with
Moses scripts, which is in consist with the previous studies.
Main Results
Similar Pairs The main results of similar pairs are shown
in Table 1. We make comparison with three strong unsuper-
vised methods:
• MLM (Lample and Conneau 2019) uses large scale cross-
lingual data to train the mask language model and then
fine-tune on unsupervised NMT.
• MASS (Song et al. 2019) is a sequence to sequence model
pre-trained with billions of monolingual data.
• MBART (Liu et al. 2020) introduces tens of billions
monolingual data to pre-train a deep Transformer model.
CUNMT is very efficient in the use of multi-lingual data.
While the pretrained language model is obtained through
1https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
2https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText
3https://github.com/facebookresearch/XLM
(Fr,En,De) (De,En,Fr) (Ro,En,Fr)
En-Fr Fr-En En-De De-En En-Ro Ro-En
Supervised Transformer 41.0 - 34.0 38.6 34.3 34.0
Comparison systems of UNMT
UNMT (Lample et al. 2018c) 25.1 24.2 17.2 21.0 21.2 19.4
EMB (Lample and Conneau 2019) 29.4 29.4 21.3 27.3 27.5 26.6
MLM (Lample and Conneau 2019) 33.4 33.3 26.4 34.3 33.3 31.8
MASS (Song et al. 2019) 37.5 34.9 28.3 35.2 35.2 33.1
MBART (Liu et al. 2020) - - 29.8 34.0 35.0 30.5
CUNMT
CUNMT w/o Para. 32.90 31.93 23.03 31.01 33.23 32.34
CUNMT w/ Para. 34.37 32.77 23.99 31.98 33.95 33.15
CUNMT + Forward 35.88 33.64 26.50 33.11 34.12 33.61
CUNMT + Backward + Forward 37.60 35.18 27.60 34.10 35.09 33.95
Table 1: Main results comparisons. MLM perform LM pre-training on both encoder and decoder. MASS uses large scale pre-
training and back translation during fine-tuning. MBART employ large scale multi-lingual pretraining with billions sentences.
The last four lines are the results of our method. “CUNMT w/o Para.” shows the benifits from multilingual joint training. “+
Forward” or “+ Backward” indicate training with forward or backward indirect translation pseudo data.
several hundred times larger monolingual or cross-lingual
corpus, CUNMT achieves superior or comparable results
with much less cost.
For CUNMT, we also list results of different experiments
settings. “CUNMT w/o Para.” use the multilingual unsuper-
vised machine translation of target language pair as the base-
line, which is similar to the monolingual MLM initialization
of Lample et al. (2018c). “CUNMT w/ Para.” is improved
by introducing bilingual pre-training, which even outper-
formed MLM(Lample and Conneau 2019) in most settings.
The MLM uses pre-trained models on larger corpus. The
comparisons between this setting, shows the benefits of our
multi-lingual pre-training method. we observe that CUNMT
scored higher in most settings, suggesting that the multi-
lingual training method is conducive to unsupervised direc-
tions.
The model was further improved by using synthetic data
of cross translation that is based on the jointly trained model.
The results of “CUNMT + Forward” are from the model
tuned by only 1 epoch with about 100K sentences. This
method is fast and the performances are surprisingly effec-
tive. The “CUNMT + Forward + Backward” denotes that,
besides forward translation, we also use monolingual data
and cross translate it to the source language. This method
yielded the best performance by outperforming the “CUNMT
w/o Para.” by more than 3 BLEU score on average. The
improvements show great potential for introducing indirect
cross lingual supervision for unsupervised NMT.
When compared with supervised approaches, CUNMT
shows very promising performance. For the large scale
WMT14 En-Fr tasks, the gap between CUNMT and super-
vised baseline is closed to 3.4 BLEU score. And for the
medium WMT16 En-Ro task, CUNMT performs even bet-
ter than the supervised approach.
Dissimilar Pairs The main results of dissimilar pairs are
shown in Table 2. We compare CUNMT with UNMT base-
Systems En-Si Si-En En-Iu Iu-En
UNMT 0.0 0.0 3.4 1.3
XLM 0.1 0.1 - -
CUNMT 1.7 2.1 5.8 2.7
Table 2: Translation performance of dissimilar pairs. Fr is
introduced as the auxiliary language which is also dissimilar
to Si and Iu.
line as well as models with existing pre-training methods.
This task is very difficult for two reasons. First, Si and Iu
share fully different morphology and syntax with alphabetic
languages, such as En and Fr. Second, the monolingual
data for Si and Iu is small which contains only 5.3 mil-
lion and 0.27 million sentences respectively. Therefore tra-
ditional UNMT model completely fail on these languages
even with a strong pre-training method. It is interesting to
find that with the support of auxiliary language Fr can get
slightly improvements. We suppose that a similar auxiliary
language has the potential to bring larger improvements.
Analyses
In this part, we conduct several studies on CUNMT to better
understand its setting.
Backward or Forward Here we have explored the effect
of cross-lingual backward supervision and cross-lingual for-
ward supervision, and plot the performance curves along
with the training procedure in Figure 3. The comparison sys-
tem is CUNMT trained only with monolingual data. To make
a fair comparison, we use “CUNMT w/ Para.” as the base-
line model and fine-tuning it with only indirect forward su-
pervision or indirect backward supervision. We conduct ex-
periments on WMT16 En-De and En-Ro tasks. Clearly, the
forward supervision outperforms the backward one with big
margins, which shows the importance of introducing the for-
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Figure 3: Results comparison for CUNMT fine-tuning with
different auxiliary data. “Bw” only adopts cross-lingual
backward translation synthetic data, and “Fw” only adopts
cross-lingual forward translation synthetic data. The black
horizontal is the baseline of UNMT. The horizontal axis is
epoch and the vertical axis is the BLEU score. Epoch size is
100K sentences.
ward supervision for multilingual UNMT. It is still interest-
ing to find that only introducing the indirect backward trans-
lation achieves better results than the unsupervised baseline.
We suppose the reasons for the performance gap is that,
a) The UNMT baseline has included the traditional direct
back translation, therefore the information gain from indi-
rect backward translation is limited compared to the forward
translation. b) The indirect forward translation provides a
more direct way to model the relation across different lan-
guages. The results in consist with the previous research that
pivot translation can help low resource language translation.
Auxiliary Direction En-Ro Ro-En
En-De 34.86 33.18
En-De (50%) 34.72 32.85
En-De (25%) 34.52 32.33
Table 3: Robustness of Parallel Data Scale. Mainly evalu-
ated on unsupervised En-Ro direction with different auxil-
iary parallel data settings.
Robustness on Parallel Data Scale As shown in Table ,
CUNMT is robust to the parallel data scale. The results also
dovetail with the unsupervised En-Fr experiments in Ta-
ble 1. As it turns out the smaller parallel data of En-De
was able to significantly improve the performance of un-
supervised En-Fr translation. We then reduce the scale of
the parallel data En-De and surprisingly find that even with
only 25% supervised data, CUNMT still works well. The ex-
periments demonstrate that CUNMT is robust and has great
potential to be applied to practical systems.
Importance of the Auxiliary Language Table 4 shows
effects of the auxiliary language. We first switch the parallel
data from En-Fr to En-De, the performance is almost con-
Auxiliary Direction En-Ro Ro-En
En-Fr 35.09 33.95
En-De 34.86 33.18
En-Zh 33.85 32.86
En-De-Fr 35.26 34.20
Table 4: Effects of the Auxiliary Language. Mainly evalu-
ated on unsupervised En-Ro direction with different parallel
data settings.En-Fr,En-De and En-Zh are the auxiliary par-
allel data for training En-Ro. En-De-Fr is the combination
of the En-De and En-Fr parallel data.
sistent. We then switch the parallen data to En− Zh, where
Zh is dissimilar with Ro, the performance increases. This is
in line with our expectations, that similar languages make
it easier for transfer learning. Finally, we extend the paral-
lel data to En-De and En-Fr, and achieves further benefits.
Compared with , we suggest the language similarity is more
important than the auxiliary data scale.
System En-Fr Fr-En
Supervised Training 39.70 36.62
CUNMT + Forward 39.26 36.82
CUNMT + Backward 39.12 36.20
Table 5: Translation performance on supervised directions
of CUNMT.
Benefits as All in One Model In table 5, the performance
of supervised directions are shown to illustrate the effects
on which jointly training a single system has First, we test
the baseline supervised system, that is, only En → Fr and
Fr → En are conducted on the model. Due to difference in
model architecture, the performance of CUNMT is slightly
lower than that of its state of the art counterparts. Also, some
techniques such as model average are not applied, and two
directions are trained in one model. In CUNMT, the per-
formance of supervised directions drops a little, but in ex-
change, the performances of zero-shot directions are greatly
improved and the model is convenient to serve for multiple
translation directions.
Strategies of Synthetic Data Generation For the syn-
thetic data generation, the reported results are from greedy
decoding for time efficiency. We compared the effects of
sample strategies on the language setting of (Ro,En,De)
where En-De is the supervised direction. The results based
on beam search generation for En→ Ro is 34.86, and 33.18
for En → Fr in terms of BLEU. Compared with greedy
decoding, the performance of beam search is slightly infe-
rior. A possible reason is that the beam search makes the
synthetic data further biased on the learned pattern. The
results suggest that CUNMT is exceedingly robust to the
sampling strategies when performing forward and backward
cross translation.
Related Work
Multilingual NMT It has been proven low resource
machine translation can adopt methods to utilize other
rich resource data in order to develop a better system.
These methods include multilingual translation system (Fi-
rat et al. 2016b; Johnson et al. 2017), teacher-student frame-
work (Chen et al. 2017b), or others (Zheng, Cheng, and Liu
2017). Apart from parallel data as an entry point, many at-
tempts have been made to explore the usefulness of monolin-
gual data, including semi-supervised methods and unsuper-
vised methods which only monolingual data is used. Much
work also has been done to attempt to marry monolingual
data with supervised data to create a better system, some of
which include using small amounts of parallel data and aug-
ment the system with monolingual data (Sennrich, Haddow,
and Birch 2016; He et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018; Gu et al.
2018; Edunov et al. 2018b). Others also try to utilize parallel
data of rich resource language pairs and also monolingual
data (Ren et al. 2018b; Wang et al. 2019; Al-Shedivat and
Parikh 2019). (Ren et al. 2018b) also proposed a triangu-
lar architecture, but their work still relied on parallel data of
low resource language pairs. With the joint support of paral-
lel and monolingual data, the performance of a low resource
system can be improved.
Unsupervised NMT Training NMT with only monolin-
gual data is a challenging task since it is difficulty to estab-
lish connection between languages. One of the underlying
principles of unsupervised translation is statistical decipher-
ment (Ravi and Knight 2011; Dou and Knight 2012) which
regards translation as a deciphering process that can rely on
dictionaries, some parallel sentences, or other supervisions
to refine the search space and connect the languages (Kle-
mentiev et al. 2012; Irvine and Callison-Burch 2014), which
may not be purely unsupervised. In 2017, pure unsuper-
vised machine translation method with only monolingual
data was proven to be feasible. On the basis of embedding
alignment (Artetxe, Labaka, and Agirre 2017; Lample et al.
2018b), (Lample et al. 2018a) and (Artetxe et al. 2018) de-
vised similar methods for fully unsupervised machine trans-
lation. Considerable work has been done to improve the un-
supervised machine translation systems by methods such as
statistical machine translation (Lample et al. 2018c; Artetxe,
Labaka, and Agirre 2018; Ren et al. 2019; Artetxe, Labaka,
and Agirre 2019), pretraining models (Lample and Conneau
2019; Song et al. 2019), or others (Wu, Wang, and Wang
2019), and all of which greatly improve the performance of
unsupervised machine translation.
Our work attempts to utilize both monolingual and paral-
lel data, and combine unsupervised and supervised machine
translation through multilingual translation method into a
single model CUNMT to ensure better performance for un-
supervised language pairs.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose a multilingual machine transla-
tion framework CUNMT incorporating distant supervision
to tackle the challenge of the unsupervised translation task.
By mixing different training schemes into one model and
utilizing unrelated bilingual corpus, we greatly improve the
performance of the unsupervised NMT direction. By joint
training, CUNMT can serve all translation directions in one
model. Empirically, CUNMT has been proven to deliver sub-
stantial improvements over several strong UNMT competi-
tors and even achieve comparable performance to supervised
NMT. In the future, we plan to build a universal CUNMT sys-
tem that is applicable in a wide span of languages.
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